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the current rhino poaching crisis began in 2008 with increasing numbers of rhino killed for their horn
throughout africa until 2015 thankfully poaching numbers have decreased across the continent since the peak
of 1 349 in 2015 poaching for rhino horn is the greatest threat to all five rhino species at the start of
the 20th century an estimated 500 000 rhinos roamed the planet today there are just over 27 000 rhinos left
in the wild largely due to poaching the report finds that 11 rhino poaching incidents were recorded in asia
ten in india and one in nepal since the beginning of 2018 all of which involved greater one horned rhinos
detection of carcasses in dense rainforests remains a challenge and there were no reports of illegal
killings of sumatran rhinos despite the substantial population rhino poaching has escalated in recent years
driven by the demand for rhino horn learn more about poaching and how we are working to combat this illegal
trade rhinos are poached for their horns which are used in east asian countries for making traditional
medicines and jewelry in 2023 406 rhinos were killed on state properties and 93 on privately in 2017
poaching started to increase in botswana as poachers began killing rhinos in the vast okavango delta region
in the northwest of the country rhino poaching would continue to escalate in botswana through at least 2020
the last year for which botswana has released rhino poaching figures the report finds that 11 rhino
poaching incidents were recorded in asia ten in india and one in nepal since the beginning of 2018 all of
which involved greater one horned rhinos detection of carcasses in dense rainforests remains a challenge
and there were no reports of illegal killings of sumatran rhinos despite the substantial population the
namibian government has announced that the number of rhino s poached in the southern african nation reached
a record high in 2022 rising by 93 since 2021 desperate times have steered conservationists toward new and
sometimes desperate methods to deter poachers and rhino horn consumers one method being practiced by a few
rhino holders is injecting poison or other toxic substances into a living rhino s horn rhinos horns are
separate from their skulls and will grow throughout their lives unfortunately this part of the rhino has
falsely become very valuable in the illegal wildlife trade here s why rhinos are being poached for their
horns unnecessarily estimates of wild rhino poaching are recorded and reported by only a select number of
countries data is based primarily on recorded poaching and fatalities by national authorities in national
parks and reserves rhino horn trade is a hotly contested topic proponents believe it can aid conservation
efforts but those in opposition believe it will cause poaching to increase the iucn report said 11 rhino
poaching incidents were recorded in asia 10 in india and one in nepal since the beginning of 2018 all of
which involved greater one horned rhinos by matching the dna from rhino carcasses to rhino horn seized from
suspected poachers or smugglers the lab helps prove connections between criminals and carcasses and
recovered horns one rhino poached is too many every rhino counts almost 10 000 african rhinos have been
killed for their horns during the past decade and those are just the deaths we know about in alarming news
just last week 24 rhino carcasses were found at various nature reserves and parks in south africa since
december 1st the international rhino foundation a global nonprofit group said friday that two rhinos a day
are being poached in south africa alone and that 688 were believed to have been killed there in by cutting
off its horns wildlife managers hope to dissuade poachers from killing this black rhino vanessa duthé share
when rhino poaching reached a crisis level in 2014 wildlife managers in southern africa turned to a last
ditch defense to get their prize rhino poachers who are often desperately poor local men living on the
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fringes of parks and reserves tend to sneak in under cover of darkness sometimes during the full there was
an estimated total of 3 529 white rhinos and only 268 black rhinos left in the park in 2021 though figures
are most likely much lower at present at least 9 885 african rhinos have lost their lives to poaching in
the last decade rhinoceros poaching in southern africa is the illegal act of slaughtering rhinoceros in the
southern african countries of namibia botswana zimbabwe and south africa where most of africa s rhinos live
1 the most common reason for rhino poaching is to meet the high demand for their horns in asian countries
where the horn is predominantly
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poaching numbers conservation save the rhino international May 14 2024 the current rhino poaching crisis
began in 2008 with increasing numbers of rhino killed for their horn throughout africa until 2015
thankfully poaching numbers have decreased across the continent since the peak of 1 349 in 2015
rhino poaching international rhino foundationinternational Apr 13 2024 poaching for rhino horn is the
greatest threat to all five rhino species at the start of the 20th century an estimated 500 000 rhinos
roamed the planet today there are just over 27 000 rhinos left in the wild largely due to poaching
rhino poaching and illegal trade decline but remain iucn Mar 12 2024 the report finds that 11 rhino
poaching incidents were recorded in asia ten in india and one in nepal since the beginning of 2018 all of
which involved greater one horned rhinos detection of carcasses in dense rainforests remains a challenge
and there were no reports of illegal killings of sumatran rhinos despite the substantial population
poaching rhino threats save the rhino international Feb 11 2024 rhino poaching has escalated in recent
years driven by the demand for rhino horn learn more about poaching and how we are working to combat this
illegal trade
rhino poaching on the rise in south africa where 499 were Jan 10 2024 rhinos are poached for their horns
which are used in east asian countries for making traditional medicines and jewelry in 2023 406 rhinos were
killed on state properties and 93 on privately
rhinoceros poaching in botswana eia Dec 09 2023 in 2017 poaching started to increase in botswana as
poachers began killing rhinos in the vast okavango delta region in the northwest of the country rhino
poaching would continue to escalate in botswana through at least 2020 the last year for which botswana has
released rhino poaching figures
rhino poaching and illegal trade decline but remain critical Nov 08 2023 the report finds that 11 rhino
poaching incidents were recorded in asia ten in india and one in nepal since the beginning of 2018 all of
which involved greater one horned rhinos detection of carcasses in dense rainforests remains a challenge
and there were no reports of illegal killings of sumatran rhinos despite the substantial population
rhino poaching in namibia reaches record high abc news Oct 07 2023 the namibian government has announced
that the number of rhino s poached in the southern african nation reached a record high in 2022 rising by
93 since 2021
operation stop poaching now poaching deterrents Sep 06 2023 desperate times have steered conservationists
toward new and sometimes desperate methods to deter poachers and rhino horn consumers one method being
practiced by a few rhino holders is injecting poison or other toxic substances into a living rhino s horn
the hunt for the horn why are rhinos poached rhino africa Aug 05 2023 rhinos horns are separate from their
skulls and will grow throughout their lives unfortunately this part of the rhino has falsely become very
valuable in the illegal wildlife trade here s why rhinos are being poached for their horns unnecessarily
number of rhinos poached our world in data Jul 04 2023 estimates of wild rhino poaching are recorded and
reported by only a select number of countries data is based primarily on recorded poaching and fatalities
by national authorities in national parks and reserves
rhino poaching news research and analysis the Jun 03 2023 rhino horn trade is a hotly contested topic
proponents believe it can aid conservation efforts but those in opposition believe it will cause poaching
to increase
poaching horn trade declining but rhinos still threatened May 02 2023 the iucn report said 11 rhino
poaching incidents were recorded in asia 10 in india and one in nepal since the beginning of 2018 all of
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which involved greater one horned rhinos
this rhino court had 100 percent poacher convictions why Apr 01 2023 by matching the dna from rhino
carcasses to rhino horn seized from suspected poachers or smugglers the lab helps prove connections between
criminals and carcasses and recovered horns
one rhino poached is too many every rhino counts Feb 28 2023 one rhino poached is too many every rhino
counts almost 10 000 african rhinos have been killed for their horns during the past decade and those are
just the deaths we know about in alarming news just last week 24 rhino carcasses were found at various
nature reserves and parks in south africa since december 1st
experts say poaching could soon lead to a decline in the Jan 30 2023 the international rhino foundation a
global nonprofit group said friday that two rhinos a day are being poached in south africa alone and that
688 were believed to have been killed there in
cutting off rhino horns to prevent poaching makes them aaas Dec 29 2022 by cutting off its horns wildlife
managers hope to dissuade poachers from killing this black rhino vanessa duthé share when rhino poaching
reached a crisis level in 2014 wildlife managers in southern africa turned to a last ditch defense
how to stop poaching and protect endangered species forget Nov 27 2022 to get their prize rhino poachers
who are often desperately poor local men living on the fringes of parks and reserves tend to sneak in under
cover of darkness sometimes during the full
let s talk rhino conservation what is notching and why is it Oct 27 2022 there was an estimated total of 3
529 white rhinos and only 268 black rhinos left in the park in 2021 though figures are most likely much
lower at present at least 9 885 african rhinos have lost their lives to poaching in the last decade
rhinoceros poaching in southern africa wikipedia Sep 25 2022 rhinoceros poaching in southern africa is the
illegal act of slaughtering rhinoceros in the southern african countries of namibia botswana zimbabwe and
south africa where most of africa s rhinos live 1 the most common reason for rhino poaching is to meet the
high demand for their horns in asian countries where the horn is predominantly
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